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                                                      Notes for researchers                                             E53 

Auchananda’s 
- Donald’s home in Strathalbyn 

 
June 2021 

www.christinaanddonaldmclean.com 
 

How to use these notes 

• Too much detail?:  Read the summary first, to get the essence of what this is all about - rather than getting 
lost in the details in the body of these notes.  

• Research:  These notes are not in a narrative style because it is not intended for the general public.  This is 
for serious researchers.  There are standardized headings and dot-points that are a framework into which 
new discoveries can be placed.   

• Searching:  You can search this PDF document by using Control/F, and then a relevant key word. 
• Our other docs:  This is one of a series of research notes which are interconnected.  These can be found in 

the SMALL PRINT directory on the left of the homepage.  The notes that are most relevant to Auchananda’s  
are:- 

                            G55 – ‘Donald’s life around Adelaide - 1837 to 1842’  
                            G70 – ‘Donald’s life around Strathalbyn – 1842 to 1855’  
                            E55 – ‘McLean family properties around the Strathalbyn disrict’ 
• Authors:  Compiled by Don Gordon, in collaboration with Lorna McLean.  Don and Lorna are Donald’s and 

Christina’s GGG-grandchildren.  
• Feedback:  Your corrections and comments will be welcomed - via ‘Contact us’ on the homepage. 

 

Summary 
 

In 1841, Donald McLean purchased section 2603 – a farm of 75 acres on the edge of the Strathalbyn township.  
In subsequent years, he purchased many other farm blocks but 2603 remained his home-base.  He built a stylish 
homestead and several outbuildings, notably a substantial barn.  These were among the earliest and best 
structures in the district. 
 
The house was a two-storey structure, with verandahs to both floors.  It was made of stone that was partly 
covered with plaster.  There were two fireplaces.  The roof might have been thatched.  The barn was a large 
stone structure with a fireplace and loft - and a verandah was added later. 
 
The house began to become a ruin after just four decades (guessing) whereas the barn has been renovated to 
become a current residence. 
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The house 
 

• Name 

 Why was it called Auchananda’s?  We have not been able to find out. 

• Where 

 “He [Donald] took up Section 2603 on the main Strathalbyn-Wellington Road and thereon built 
a two storied home for his family with a substantial stable and loft” (BRB p 6). 

 Country Section 2603 was 75 acres.  This farmland was later sub-divided for residential 
purposes. 

 The house no longer exists, but it was about 25 metres west of the barn that still exists, 
converted to a residence.  

 It was at the back of what is now 17 Langhorne Creek Road. 

 It was near the banks of the Angas River. 

 It was 1.5 km south-east from the present post office. 

 Near Allison:  Mr JW Allison was an active citizen involved in many local organizations and 
there are numerous references to him in the newspapers.   

 The 1921 obituary for Hugh the younger stated “His father [Donald] made his home 
where Mr FW Allison now resides, the two storey building” (p533 & Southern Argus, 9th 
June 1921, p2).  Comment:  This would imply that the two buildings were near each 
other, as stated in the item published on 26th April (below).  

 Donald’s grandson, also named Donald McLean (‘The Rover’) “was born in the old 
homestead near Mr FW Allison’s present residence” (Jottings by JWE in Southern Argus, 
26th April 1921, p3).  Comment:  The Rover was born in 1857, but is not correct that his 
birth was at Auchananda’s because he actually born in Alexandrina. 

 Title deeds:  These provide exact details of the boundaries. 

• When 

 The farming land was purchased in November 1841. 

 We have yet to confirm the year the house was built.  There are various possibilities: - 

 1842:  It would be expected that Donald and his sons started building as soon as they arrived 
in Strathalbyn.  Otherwise, where could this large family live?  However, it would have taken 
a considerable time to build such substantial structures.  Maybe there was some interim 
accommodation. 

 It is possible that the barn was built first, and the family initially lived there until the house was 
ready.  Then the barn was used for storage and animals.  We have no evidence for this but it 
might explain why the barn has a fire place – or was the fireplace for black-smithing?  On the 
other hand, maybe the barn was built later.  

 1846:  It might have been built after 1846 because Donald did not mention it in his Will that 
he signed in 1846, yet went to great detail about dividing up town acre 57 in Hindley Street. 

 Later years:  “The two storey building he built in later years”  
(Southern Argus, 9th June 1921, p2 but not on BRB p533).  When 
Auchananda’s was being built, Donald was at least 63 years old - 
certainly in his later years.  That is true.  But we could discount this 
statement if ‘later years’ refers to a period long after the family 
settled in Strathalbyn.  This inaccuracy is not surprising since the 
statement was eight decades after the family moved to Strathalbyn. 

 1859:  The State Library has recorded 1859 with photo B10408, but 
this is certainly wrong because Donald died in 1855. 

• Structure 

 Two stories, stone walls that were partly plastered, verandahs to 
both floors, two chimneys and hipped roof. 

 “This was plain and square, the typical old Scottish style of two storeys” (BRB p11) 

 It might have been no more than 15 metres by 8 metres [Research:  Really?] 

 The roof might have been thatched.  However Benjamin Hollister has suggested that it could 
have been shingles because thatching materials might not have been available in that area at 
that time. “As an historian, I have read a lot of descriptions of first decade buildings in South 
Australia.  Shingles were pretty much the main roofing material, as iron sheeting needed to be 
imported and there was not enough land under crop to allow for effective growth of thatching 
straw” (Facebook 14th Sept 2020). 
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 Initially, it was one of the most impressive structures in the area.  “The two storey building 
was, for a long time, the most pretentious structure in the district” (Southern Argus, 9th June 
1921, p2 & BRB p533). Comment:  The use of the word pretentious might have been 
inadvertent as it is unlikely such an implied criticism would have been deliberately placed in 
this obituary (for Hugh the younger).  Maybe they meant prestigious.  In any case, the context 
implies something positive so we can accept that people saw it as rather grand – for many 
years. 

• History of use 

 1842 to 1869 (27 years) - McLean family:   
 The large family of parents and nine children lived there as soon as the house was built. 
 The children soon left Auchananda’s to establish their own homes.  Mary had married 

in Adelaide before the family moved to Strathalbyn.  The others were married in quick 
succession – Ann in 1842, then Allan 1844, John 1845, Archibald 1846, Rachel 1847, 
Hugh elder 1849, Jane 1849 and Margaret in 1850.   

 From an initially large household, it appears that, within the first decade, all the 
children had left home except Hugh the younger.   

 There was a live-in servant Ann McBain (with whom Hugh had a child, Donald jnr, in 
1885) and possibly her sister Catherine. 

 Donald snr died in 1855.  There were only two family members still living in the house 
after Donald’s death – his wife, Christina, and their youngest child Hugh, who was then 
19 years old. 

 In 1862, Hugh married Margaret Tannahill who also might have been a live-in servant.  
Hugh and Margaret were in Auchananda’s for a couple of years before they moved to 
Ardgour Cottage.   

 This left Christina in this large house by herself, but maybe she had another live-in 
servant before she died in 1869.   

 From that time, it appears that none of the McLeans were using the house. 

 1869 to 1885 – gap of 16 years:   
 Who occupied the house after the McLeans?  This partly depends on who owned the 

property (see ‘Ownership history’ below) and also partly on whether or not the house 
ceased to be occupied by the mid 1880s (see ‘Deterioration’ below).   

• Deterioration:   
 Photos:  We only have one photo of Auchananda’s  - but when was that photo taken? 
 Before 1940:  One copy of this photo was 

presented to Harold Stowe for the 
Strathalbyn Museum by three children of 
John McLean – Edwin, Elizabeth and 
Florence.  Nancy Gemmell (‘Old 
Strathalbyn’, p8) stated that Stowe 
collected materials from the McLeans in the 
early 1940’s but we do not know whether 
this photo was amongst this material.  In 
fact, even if they presented this photo in the 
early 1940’s, it is likely that it was already on 
old photo rather than a recent one. 

 About 1900:  The Mortlock Library dated the photo as ca1900.  This makes sense. 
 Other photos:  The only photo we have must have been kept within John McLean’s 

family for several generations before they gave a copy to the Strathalbyn Museum.  
It would be surprising if this was the only photo ever taken of Auchananda’s – in its 
heyday or in the various stages of its deterioration.  [Research:  Look for other 
photos.] 

 Extent of deterioration:   
 The BRB page 11 stated that the house “had commenced to decay.  ….. In the picture 

the balcony is broken and the roof partly gone” (BRB p11).  But it hadn’t just 
‘commenced to decay’, the photo shows it was almost beyond repair at that stage. 

 Comment:  It might take at least 15 years for a house to deteriorate from being 
inhabited, to being a ruin as depicted in the photo.  Thus, we can estimate that, given 
the photo depicted the condition of the house as it was around 1900, the house might 
have been habitable 15 years before 1900 – ie We assume that Auchananda’s ceased 
to be occupied by the mid 1880s.   
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 1923:  Standing, but not necessarily habitable - “The old two storey homestead and 
out buildings are still standing adjoining the River Angas, near Strathalbyn” (BRB p 
10).   This was a quote from the text presented by Donald Henry McLean to Mortlock 
Library in 1923, but the text might not have been written by Donald Henry.  Maybe 
he got it from an older source.  This means it might not have been standing on 1923.  
Indeed, if the photo was taken about 1900, it would have continued to rapidly 
deteriorate for 23 years and would not be described as ‘still standing’.  On the other 
hand, why would Donald Henry just hand in some old notes without an addendum 
with an accurate description of the current (1923) condition of the building.  We don’t 
know.   

 When was it demolished? 
 It might have been demolished well before 1923, or if it was still standing in 1923, it 

was probably demolished soon after that.      
 [research:  Is there any municipal records authorizing the demolition?] 

 Are there any remnants left? 
 There are no new buildings in the spot where Auchananda’s once stood - just scrub. 
 A heritage survey in 2003 noted that there was “evidence of other outbuildings which 

have deteriorated/collapsed” (p145 & 146 of Strathalbyn Township Heritage Survey, 
2003, by McDougall & Vines). 

 Maybe there are still some indications of the foundations – some rocks scattered in 
the scrub.  [research:  How can we have a look?] 

• Why was it abandoned and allowed to fall into disrepair? 

 It started as an impressive structure, and full of activity.  During its first decade Auchananda’s 
was the center of family life.  But it quickly became a much smaller household after all the 
children (except Hugh) had left to get married by 1850.  It seems that it was occupied for only 
four decades (mid 1840s to mid 1880s) and then became more of an eyesore for another four 
decades (mid 1880’s to mid 1920s).    

 It was used for a relatively short time - contrasting with the barn which still stands.  

 Maybe there were structural issues which made it too difficult to repair.  Perhaps thatch on 
the roof was not maintained and this precipitated deterioration in the rest of the building. 

 The house was very close to the banks of the river, so it might have been affected by a flood 
event.  However, the photo shows the kind of deterioration not caused by flooding.  

 Or maybe none of the family required this place to live and it just remained empty. 

 But why would it be empty, with no-one wanting to live there, unless it was already beginning 
to deteriorate.  

 It is odd that, in 1918, Donald Henry McLean (born 1854) showed more interest in the Hilton 
property than Auchananda’s . 
 Apparently, he had seen the ruins of both buildings. 
 When he was interviewed by the Strathalbyn journalist (JW Elliott, alias ‘Jottings) he 

gave more information about the Hilton house rather than the Strathalbyn house.  
 When discussing Hilton, he indicated that he wanted to “have an opportunity of 

securing a portion of it for 'old times' sake, an opportunity that will most certainly be 
availed of” (Southern Argus on 27th June 1918, p3).  Yet we know of no efforts to 
preserve Auchananda’s  – the house which had been the centre of family life for much 
longer than Hilton. 

 
..ooOOoo.. 
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The barn, stables & loft 
 

Photo from Strathalbyn Branch of the National Trust “PH77, 
Stable on Donald McLean’s farm, Langhorne Road, nd [no date]  
This small barn has been converted to a residence and sits on the 
banks of the river behind later new development.  There are 
mature trees along the river’s edge and evidence of other 
outbuildings which have deteriorated/collapsed.  The early 
nature of the settlement is obvious in the plantings around it, and 
along the river.  It retains an overall barn form and face 
stonework with pitched roof and skillion behind.  This early 
agricultural structure is located on land which was originally 
farmed by Donald McLean, and the barn is believed to date from 
a period of his first settlement on the land (circa 1850)” (p145 & 
146, Strathalbyn Township Heritage Survey, 2003, by McDougall 
& Vines). 
 

• Where 

 In the photo of the house, the barn can be seen, partly out-of-frame 
on the left.  It seems to be about 25 metres east of the house.  
(There is another solid, farm building on the right of the photo – but 
we know nothing about that building, except that it looks like it was 
built long after the other two.) 

 It is behind 19 Langhorne Creek Road but its postal address is 17a Langhorne Creek Road because 
it is accessed by a laneway between number 15 & 17. 

 It is 1.5 km south east from today’s post office. 

 Near the banks of the Angas River 

 Visiting:  As it is now private property, it is not easy to visit.  Privacy of current owners must be 
respected. 

 Viewing:  It is difficult to see from Langhorne Creek Road but can be seen from the other side of 
the river.  This photo was taken when standing in front of 22 Fairfield Drive and looking north-
east. [Research:  Get a better photo] 

 
There is a gravel driveway between blocks 15 and 
17 in Langhorne Creek Road.  The driveway for 
number 15 is bitumen (with an arrow) and is 
possibly part of Estia Aged Care.  The people now 
living in the renovated barn would access it by 
going down the gravel driveway and turning left.  
The old Achananda's house would have been 
where the gravel turns left - at the back of the 

house at number 17, and the barn is at the back of 19 (but their postal address is 17a because it is accessed 
between 17 & 15). 
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• When 

 It is not known when the barn was built.  It might have been built at the same time as the house, 
or may before, or after.    

• Structure 

 Stone – It might be blue stone which was common in that area up to the 1880s. 

 Two storey, chimney, loft, verandah (this might have been added many years later) 

 The main roof is a gable.  A skillion is at the rear.  [Research:  Was this 
added later?]. 

 Why was this structure built so well for early times?  How did it last longer 
than the house? Was it built better, or built later? 

• History of use 

 1840s:  It might have been built in the early 1840s.  We can speculate that 
the barn was used as residence before the main house was built.  The 
fireplace, narrow door and windows are indicative of a residence rather 
than a barn or stables. 

 1850 to 1900 (50 years):  The building would have been used for farm 
purposes until the 2603 farmland was further sub-divided for houses to be 
built around the barn. [Research: When was the property sub-divided?] 

 1900:  The earliest photo, possibly around 1900, shows the 
barn is on the left edge of the photo of the ruined 
Auchananda’s.  It has what might be a small porch, rather than 
a verandah.  It looks to be in a poor condition (although not as 
deteriorated as the house).  Certainly not suitable as a 
residence. 

 When did it become a residence?  

 1967:  It has been said that the barn was converted into a 
house in 1967 (Trevor McLean). 

 1969:  “After the McLeans sold the farm, the house was 
demolished and the stables and loft later turned into a 
residence which was occupied until 1969” (BRB pR228)   This 
statement does not fit easily with the indication that it was converted just two years previously. 

 
..ooOOoo.. 

 

History of ownership 
 

• Homestead (house and barn:  Sequence of ownership of the part of 2603 on which the house 

and barn were located behind 17 & 19 Langhorne Creek Road – ie, not the rest of the farmland:   

 1841:  Donald – 16th Nov 1841 – initial purchase via the Angas Special Survey.  This was the 
whole of 2603 – the farmland as well as homestead.   (Appendix xxx) 

 1855:  In his Will, Donald initially left the farmland north-western portion of 2603 (not the 
homestead) to Hugh the elder Archibald – see notes) , so this left Christina with the part where 
the house and barn were located.  

 1867:  Archibald McLean – 16th July 1867 (ie before Christina died in 1869) – 25 acres - see 
appendix B.  But didn’t he already own it after he inherited this from his father?  Maybe the 
notation on the title deed is just a formality – tidying the paper work to give official recognition 
that Archibald was already the actual owner, and so was entitled to sell it – Vide 7870. 

 When did Archibald sell his part of 2603? 

 1869:  When Christina died, was she still the owner of the southern part of 2603?  This is not 
mentioned on her Will, so did she sell it before she died? In his Will in 1846, Donald 
bequeathed to Christina all his freehold lands other than those which he left specifically to one 
of his children.   

 1876 - Hugh: – Some questions arise from an advertisement in the Southern Argus, 28th Sept 
1876, p2:- 

▪ “On Thursday, October 5, 1876. Cheriton’s monthly sale at Hoopers Yards, 
Strathalbyn, John Cheriton will sell by auction - By order of Mr D McLean jun – All that 
splendid block of land, with stone house of 4 rooms erected thereon, and containing 
16 acres (more or less), being portions of sections 2601 and 2603, near the township 
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of Strathalbyn, now in possession of Hugh McLean.  For particulars as to title, apply 
to JH Gordon esq, Strathalbyn, or the auctioneer” 

▪ Which Hugh - the elder or the younger?.  The elder died 28th May 1876, four months 
before the auction – so maybe he had owned the property (if so, when did he buy it?) 
and the auction was part of the wrapping up his estate.  [research: Get a copy of his 
Will to see if this property was mentioned there.].  However, if it was Hugh the 
younger (who was the 40 years old) maybe, in accordance to his father’s Will, his 
mother had use of the property for the 
rest of her life but that it then passed to 
Hugh the younger (if we are interpreting 
the Will correctly). 

▪ Boundaries:  It was 16 acres being 
portions of sections 2603 & 2601.  The 
diagram from Gemmell’s ‘Old 
Strathalbyn’ p51 shows these where the 
southern corner of 2603 meets the 
western corner of 2601.  So this must 
have included Auchananda’s which is in 
the southern corner of 2603. 

▪ House:  It must have been Auchananda’s even though it is described as just “a stone 
house with 4 rooms” rather than a substantial two-story stone house.  The barn would 
not have been described that way.  Maybe it was where Hugh had been living. 

▪ Mr D McLean jnr:  Who was arranging the sale?  Hugh the elder had a son Donald but 
he was only 19 years old (born 1857) so why was he handling his father’s estate even 
though he had two older brothers?   None of the sons of Hugh the younger had a first 
name starting with ‘D’. 

▪ Purchaser:  Who was the successful bidder?  Did they end up living in the four roomed 
house? 

 1876 to 1994 – a gap of 8 decades:  We have no information about this extended period. 

 1994:  Purchased by SLK & JLK (full names withheld) on 30th June 1994.  [Research:  Check this 
date.] 

 1998 & 2013:  Land Services documents registered transfers regarding Birgitt Denker & Phillip 
Alexander Versteegh on 22nd June 1998 & 21st Aug 2013 - what does this mean?  Maybe just 
mortgage transaction rather than sale/purchase (ref: SAILIS Title reference CT5556/608 with 
parent title CT3846/161 this title issued 20th July 1998 and mentions child title CT6136/795, 
CT6136/796).  
 

• 2603 farmland:  Sequence of ownership of the north-western part of 2603  

 1841:  Donald – 16th Nov 1841 – initial purchase via the Angas Special Survey.  This was the 
whole of 2603 – the homestead (see above) as well as the farmland.   

 1855:  Archibald - after Donald died.  In his Will in 1846, Donald bequeathed to Archibald “all 
that the north-western portion of section No 2603 ….. containing forty acres or thereabouts”. 
This is the farmland part of 2603.  Archibald acquired the rest of 2603 in 1867 (see above notes 
on the homestead).-  

 When did Archibald sell 2603? 

 There were many sub-divisions over the next century to create house blocks. 

 Present:  We are not particularly interested in finding out the names of the many owners of 
the house blocks.  Our interest is only on what was happening with the Auchananda’s house 
and barn. 
 

• 2605 farmland:  Sequence and dates of ownership 

 1841:  Donald - 16th Nov 1841 

 1856:  Christina – After Donald died in 1855 

 1856:  The family burial ground, 2 acres,  was in the south west corner – see our E66. 

 1867:  Archibald McLean – 16th July 1867 (ie before Christina died in 1869) – 76 acres - see 
appendix B 

 1867:  James Gordon Ramsay – 27th Aug 1867 - Maybe this sale was not finalized. 

 1868:  William Henry Charnook and Nathaniel Oldham – 28th July 1868 (part of 2605) 
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 Present:  We are not interested in the names of the owners of the many house blocks which 
were created by sub-dividing the farmland over many years. 
 

..ooOOoo.. 
 

Further research 
 

• Ask Mark Richardson (Lands Services):- 

 How much did Donald pay for 2603 in 1841? 

 When was 17a Langhorne Creek Rd established – part of which sub-division? 

 When was subdivision D50565A102 arranged?   

 Were the house and barn only on 2603 or was the house partly in 2605? 

 Who were the various owners (years) of 17a Langhorne Creek Rd?]?  (Including the present 
owners, SLK & JLK)  
 

• Ask current owners (SLK & JLK) of 17a Langhorne Creek Rd: 

 Are they interested in the history of their property?  We are happy to share what we know.   

 How long have they living there? 

 What do they know about its history? 

 Have they seen any remnants of the old house? 

 Have they got any old photos? 
 

• Ask the Strath Municipal Council and/or Strath Museum:- 

 Have they got any information about the property? 

 Have they got any old photos? 

 Was there an order, or approval, to demolish the house or approval to demolish?   When? 

 Is there anything about heritage listing and approvals for renovating the barn? 

 Who was paying rates over the years? 
 

• Other records:- 

 Electoral rolls 

 Census 

 South Australian Directories 

 Phone books etc 
 

..ooOOoo.. 
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Appendix A 

 
 

 See a transcription of the next page 
 

Transcription 
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South Australia, Certificate of Title, Register book, vol CII, folio 232 
Archibald MacLean of Strathalbyn Farmer is now seised of an estate in fee simple subject nevertheless to such 
encumerances liens and interests as are notified by memorial underwritten or endorsed hereonin that piece of 
land situated in the Hundreds of Bremer and Strathalbyn County of Hindmarsh comprising the section 2605 in 
the Hundred of Strathalbyn containing seventy six acres or thereabouts and portion of the Section 2603 in the 
Hundreds of Bremer and Strathalbyn and bounded as appears in the plan in the margin hereof which said piece 
of land portion of the Section 2603 contains twenty five acres or thereabouts and is more particularly delineated 
in the said plan and therein colored green Except nevertheless all of the Certificate of Title the roads of average 
width of one chain intersecting the said Sections which said sections are delineated in the Public Map of the said 
Hundreds deposited in the Office of the Surveyor General and were originally granted the sixteenth day of 
November 1841 under the hand and seal of George Grey Esquire Resident Commissioner and Governor of the 
said Province to Donald McLean. 
 
In witness whereof I have hereunto 
signed my name and affixed my seal this 
sixteenth day of July one thousand eight 
hundred and sixty seven 
Signed the 16th day of July 1867 in the 
presence of HGS Joyner?? 
Register General 
 
Transfer No 19460 from Archibald 
MacLean to James Gordon Ramsay of 
portion of the above Sec 2605.  Produced 
27 day August 1867 at noon 
Depy Registered General 
 
Cancelled as regards the lands comprised 
in Transfer No 19460 
Depy Register General 
 
A new Certificate of Title issued for the land comprised in Transfer No 19460 Vol CXX fol 26 
Depy Register General 
 
Transfer No 23111 from Archibald MacLean or Archibald McLean to William Henry Charnook and Nathaniel 
Oldham of portion of the above section 2605 Produced 28 day July 1868 at three ‘clock PM 
Depy Register General 
 
Cancelled as regards the lands comprised in Transfer No 23111 
Depy Register General 
 
A new Certificate of Title issued for the land comprised in Transfer No 23111 Vol CXIX Fol 17 
Depy Register General 
 
Cancelled as regards the remaining?? portion of the above land for which a new Certificate of Title is upon Vol 
CXXII Fol 51 or 52 
Depy Register General 
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Appendix B 
 

From: Mark Richardson <mark.richardson@landservices.com.au> 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2019 09:43 
To: Lorna McLean 
Subject: RE: Donald McLean’s block 2603 in hundreds of Bremer of Strathalbyn area 
Hi Lorna, 
I am not an expert on estates and wills so I cannot really comment on the validity of the 2 wills.  The 
information provided is only what I can gather from the information available to me and even then it 
sometimes involves a measure of interpretation. 
From the records I can say that Certificate of Title Volume 102 Folio 232 issued on the 16th July 1867 (see copy 
attached hereto) for Section 2605 (76 acres) and Section 2603 (25 acres) excepting the roads that have been 
laid through them in the name of Archibald MacLean. 
The history of Section 2603 prior to the issue of the title is as follows:- 

• Land grant to Donald McLean on 19th November 1841. 

• Will of Donald Mclean. As I have said estates and wills are not my field and with 7 codicils the will sounds 
like it would take a fair amount of interpretation.  I think it’s possible that many of the answers you are 
seeking may be resolved in a thorough study of the will. 

• On the 8th August 1862 the land is in the name of Hugh McLean the younger.  I have to assume that he 
has become vested of the land through the estate of Donald McLean.  On this day he conveys the land to 
Archibald McLean vide Conveyance registered No. 152 Book 185. 

• On the 11th of November 1865 Christina MacLean (with an a) conveys her life estate (again I make an 
assumption that this was created in Donald McLean’s will) to Archibald MacLean (with an a) thus 
effectively ending the life estate and vesting the full fee simple estate in Archibald Maclean.  This 
Conveyance is registered as No. 192 Book 207. 

• In 1867 Archibald MacLean applies to bring the land under the Real Property Act Vide Application No. 
7870 and on 16th July 1867 the attached certificate of title issues.   

Hope this helps, Regards Mark Richardson, Searcher of Titles, On behalf of Land Services SA 
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Appendix C 
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Appendix D 
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Appendix E 
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